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Abstract
Dike 11 Coin has been produced by using Smart Contract on TRC-20 platform of Tron blockchain in October 2020. The
development purpose of DIKE Token is make transaction easier with minute gas fees on blockchain. DIKE will perform as utility
token in blockchain financial system. Token know as Dike 11 has initially 40 crore supply with 8 digit precision. 30 Crore Coin
(DIKE) will be in market circulation where 10 crore Coin will be used by company for system maintenance, development, expansion
and company promotional thing.
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Introduction
Token Name :

Dike 11

Token Symbol : DIKE

Token Symbol:

Dike 11

Listed on: https://www.hotbit.io

https://dike11.io/

Token Precision:

8 Decimal

Blockchian

Developing

Token Supply:

40,000,00,00,00000000

Website:-

https://dike11.io/

Token in Circulation:

3,000,00,000.00000000

Token for System:

1,000,00,00.00000000

.
Price growth control by smart contract
On each 50-user token price grow 10% ie means on 5 user - 1%
And on 500 user - 100%

Executive Summary
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Mission & Vision
Dike 11 was founded on the belief that it is your basic human right to control your money, data and identity. We believe that
decentralization holds the key to empowering people around the world to better safeguard their rights, and that we are helping the world
move in this direction by accelerating the transition to adopting cryptocurrency.

Mission:
Accelerate the World’s Transition to Dike 11
We believe that by accelerating the transition to adopting DK, we can help people globally to:
Control their money - ability to access their funds anytime and anywhere; Safeguard their data - cryptography-secured blockchain makes
data- tempering highly unlikely;
Protect their identity - no central entity can compromise your identity.

Vision:
DIKE in Every WalletTM.
In our journey to achieve this vision, we are redefining how money is being moved, spent and invested, and Democratizing blockchain
technology by designing beautiful, simple and useful financial services that have a lasting, positive impact on people’s lives.

Dike 11 Projects
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Affiliate Dapps
Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
Dapp Browser and Dapp Extension
Decentralized Excahnge (DEX)
Network (Public Blockchain)

Dike 11 Affiliate Dapps
Dike 11 Token initial used affiliate compensation plan as launchpad of Token it’s ICO process of Dike11 from where people get first
interaction with Token. Affiliate gaming plan is fully decentralised based on Tron Blockchain Smart Contract. That will fully open
source system. Initially system will directly interact with Tron Blockchain Wallet and smart contract for investment and distribution
of income. Dike 11 user easily buy and sale token from exchange HOTBIT.

Dike 11 Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
DeFi stands for ―decentralized finance‖ and refers to the ecosystem comprised of financial applications that are being developedon top
of Blockchain systems.
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DeFi will be defined as the movement that promotes the use of decentralized networks and open source software to create multiple
types of financial services and products. The idea is to develop and operate financial Dapp on top of a transparent framework, such as
permission less blockchains and other peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols.
Currently, the three largest functions of DeFi are:


Creating monetary banking services (e.g., issuance of Dike 11)



Providing peer-to-peer or pooled lending and borrowing platforms



Enabling advanced financial instruments such as DEX, tokenization platforms, derivatives and predictions markets

Dike 11 Decentralized finance brings numerous benefits when compared to traditional financial services. Through the use of smart
contracts and distributed systems, deploying a financial application or product becomes much less complex and secure. For instance,
dApps are being developed on top of the Tron blockchain, which provides reduced operational costs and lower entry barriers.
The DeFi movement is shifting traditional financial products to the open source and decentralized world, which removes the need for
intermediaries, reduces overall costs, and greatly improves security.

Value Proposition
To take one more step towards letting users better safeguard their money, data and identity, we have launched the Crypto.com DeFi
Wallet, which is a non-custodial wallet app that allows users to gain full ownership of their private keys.
Dike 11 DeFi Wallet offers the following value propositions:
A. Decentralized product giving users full control of private keys (and crypto) are placed in the hands of users.
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B. Secure wallet protected by the encryption of private keys on the user’s device, combined with passcode, biometrics and 2-factor
authentication;
C. Flexible transactions with customizable confirmation speed and network fees;
D. Convenient connection to the App to easily access the diverse crypto financial services offered by Vault.

User Experience
DIKE De-Fi Wallet is designed for all level of crypto users - beginners will feel at ease as they are gently guided towards making their
firsttransaction, while experienced users will notice significant improvements to common features found on other crypto wallets (in
particular, backup recovery phrase and sending/receiving crypto). The wallet supports BTC, ETH, CRO, LTC, XRP, XLM, other ERC-20
tokens with more tokens to be progressively added.

Dike 11 DeFi Swap
DeFi Swap is designed to be the best place to swap and farm DeFi coins at the best
available rate, leveraging proven and audited protocols, while offering an outstanding
incentive program powered by DK.
Liquidity Providers (LPs) are generously incentivized for contributing to liquidity pools
with Triple Yield through:
Swap-fee Sharing for LPs;
DIKE DeFi Yield for LPs who also stake
DIKE ;Bonus LP Yield for LPs of selected
pools.
DeFi Swap follows a constant product formula, where the product ofthe quantities of two tokens remain the same before and after a swap
is performed. The price slippage depends on the ratio and quantity of tokens in the pool.
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Dapps Browser & Extension
(Dike 11 In Pocket) a crypto wallet & gateway to blockchain apps exploring blockchain applications in seconds. Trusted by over
many users worldwide. Buy, store, send and swap tokens available as a browser extension and as a mobile app, equips you with a key
vault, secure login, token wallet, and token exchange—everything you need to manage your digital assets. Has been decided will be
default primary currency. Provides the simplest yet most secure way to connect to blockchain-based applications. You are always in
control when interacting on the new decentralized web.
A. One-stop shop to buy, sell, store, send & track track cryptocurrency in a secure and convenient way with a few taps on their mobile
phones;

User Experience
Buy & Sell DIKE
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Users can buy crypto with their fiat wallets and/ or with a credit or debit card. The App supports 7 fiat and 55 cryptocurrencies.

Send Crypto
Users can send crypto to App users instantly without fees, or withdraw crypto to external wallet addresses with minimal fixed fees.

Track Crypto
Users can monitor 200+ coins at their fingertips in the coin tracking tab. Metrics available include prices, volume, market cap, % change
and more that are refreshed frequently and up-to-date. The app also presents charts in dual currencies (USD, BTC) and different time
frames (8H, 1D, 1W, 3M, 6M).

Dike 11 Decentralized Exchange (DEX)
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Aim of DIKE team to launch a decentralized exchange system named (DIKE DEX) where user funds never move without your
approval—whether from a simple private key or an advanced custom solution. People funds are secured by an open-source smart
contract instead of an opaque centralized counterparty with questionable security. In Stake And Earn Stake DIKE DEX and earn up to
50% of trade fees for contributing to the platform.

Value Proposition
DIKE DEX Exchange lets users trade crypto at ease with the following value propositions:
A. Deep liquidity with access to the best execution prices;
B. Competitive fees offered with high volume accounts trading for free
C. Engaging events provided such as discounted token distributions (Syndicate) and trading activity-driven competitions (Trading Arena);
D. Institutional-grade infrastructure that powers high-availability, fully- resilient and horizontally-scalable components.
DIKE DEX Exchange debuted with the spot trading functionality, with more features & promotions being added to the platform to deliver a
suite of trading-related services for retail & corporate users alike.
Furthermore, dikeDEX Exchange helps to facilitate DIKE liquidity with DIKE trading pairs and DIKE-related activities (see section
below fordetails).

User Experience
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Spot Trading
DIKE DEX proprietary Vortex Liquidity Engine ensures that customers have access to deep liquidity pools and best execution prices on the
Dex Exchange. Retail & corporate users can trade on the exchange via the desktop interface or via the exchange API.
DIKE DEX Exchange supports trading pairs for cryptocurrencies with leading market capitalization and volume such as BTC, ETH, XRP,
LTC, USDC and more, as well as DIKE token - the native currency of DIKE dex Chain (see section below for more details on the DIKE
token).
The fees on the exchange are based on trading volume and DIKE staking. The higher the volume and/ or the higher the amount of DIKE
staked, the lower the trading fees. In addition, users enjoy trading fee discounts if they pay the fees in DIKE

Syndicate
The Syndicate is a discounted token offering platform on DEX Exchange, powered by the DIKE.
The Syndicate helps projects raise awareness and drive user education. All proceeds from the sale are passed back to the projects. DIKE
holders receive priority token allocation for these events.

Dike 11 Network (Public
Blockchain)
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Initially DIKE is launched as Token that produce on Torn blockchain and initially pair with TRX and then after we will migrated
token on Network that will be public blockchain where user get permission to read, write interaction with Blockchain Network. For
launching team working on building nodes and started work on proof-of-stack system for maintaining TPS and mining. Initially
planning approx. 3500 computerized system will used for nodes and quorum maintaining. Dike team regulatory monitor all
subsistence and process layout.

Utilty Token
Dike 11 a utility token backed by, forms the backbone of DIKE ecosystem. We launched DIKE tokens to involve our community in helping
us build out Dike blockchain, and reward them accordingly for contributing to our success. This helps us stay true to the ethos of
cryptocurrency and blockchain - to share the rewards of Dike’s success with our early adopters and supporters.

Dike 11 Utility
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Dike 11 Pay & Chain
Stake as Validator on the Dike 11 Chain and earn fees on the network
Earn cashback paying merchants online and offline.
Earn cashback on major brands gift-cards and p2p transfers to friends

Dike 11 DeFi Wallet
Unlock DeFi features in non-custom dial wallet app
Get better staking rewards with tokens staked

Dike 11 Earn

DIKE11
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Earn an additional max% p.a on fixed term deposits (paid in DIKE) with staking of 100,000 DIKE or more

Dike 11 DeFi Swap
Receive & boost bonus yield for providing liquidity with tokens staked

App
Receive token rewards for selected token listings on the App based on Token staked in app
Receive higher staking rewards for selected tokens based Token staked in app.

Dike 11 Exchange
Get discounted trading fees when staking & paying with Dike 11 on Dike Exchange
Get priority discounted token allocation when new coins list via The Syndicate fundraising platform
Stake to enjoy preferential interest rates in Dike 11 Soft Staking on Dex Exchange.
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Dike 11 community has been decide use various and hybrid technology to building all system for smooth and faster

performance. Here we maintain some technology that we are using in developing system.

Affiliate dApps : Solidity Smart Contract , Angular Front-End and Node Js
DeFi : Solidity Smart Contract , Angular Front-End and Node Js
dApp Browser & Extension : Solidity, Tronweb, React Native and swift
Decentralized Exchange (BITDEX) : Solidity with MEAN Stack Development
Network (Public Blockchain) : Node Js, Python , C#, IoT, Proof-of-stack, Quorum, Hyperledger, Vyper, Complier

Roadmap
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Dike 11 or White Paper (―Whitepaper‖) has been published and issued by DIKE Community for

informational purposes only and is required to be read alongside the if the prospective purchaser plans to use
any of the dike community team. This Whitepaper is a working document and is subject to changes and
errors. Any purchase or use of services from dike creates a binding arbitration agreement between Dike and
the user/purchaser as the Terms are outlined. This Whitepaper does not constitute an offer or invitation, or
any other sale or purchase of shares, securities, or any of the assets.

Website
Dike 11 Exchange – Dike 11.io

Email
Contact: info@dike11.io

